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ABSTRACT

This study examines the English vocabulary development of 43 very young child English as a foreign language (FL) learners (age 3.2–6.2) in China. They were tested twice for vocabulary breadth (reception and production) and semantic depth (paradigmatic and syntagmatic vocabulary knowledge). The development of the English vocabulary knowledge between these two measurements was predicted using a series of internal factors and external factors. An exploratory mixed-effects regression analysis revealed that English use, interacting with age of English onset, significantly predicted such growth. Older children benefitted more from practicing English to enhance their English vocabulary. The amount of English input at school was found to positively impact the development of English syntagmatic knowledge. Chinese paradigmatic knowledge significantly influenced the growth of English paradigmatic and syntagmatic knowledge. These findings indicate that at least at an early stage, external factors play an important role in child FL vocabulary development, particularly in children with a later age of English onset. Furthermore, the transfer of concepts from the first language to the second language (L2) might be more pronounced with respect to L2 semantic depth than L2 vocabulary breadth. This conceptual transfer is relevant to FL learners as young as three years of age.

1. Introduction

Building vocabulary is one of the most fundamental linguistic developments in early childhood. Both breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge are important because the former indicates how much children know and the latter indicates how well they know it. Previous studies demonstrated that both internal factors (e.g. short-term phonological memory) and external factors (e.g. input quality) tend to affect the growth of vocabulary knowledge (overview in Unsworth et al. 2014).

Most of the previous studies on child L2 vocabulary knowledge only focused on breadth of knowledge and only a few tapped into the depth aspect (e.g. Proctor et al. 2009). Moreover, many of the target children are in primary school (e.g. as in the studies listed in Rolstad, Mahoney, and Glass 2005) and little is known about whether these results could be applied to very young children. Furthermore, the participants of such studies were usually children acquiring a L2 in a natural setting, where the language exposure is meaning-driven and sufficiently large, and little is known about their peers...
who are learning a L2 as a foreign language (FL) in an instructional setting. This group may significantly differ from children in a natural setting because their L2 input is much more limited and classroom-based (Copland and Garton 2014). According to Muñoz (2008), typical child FL learners in the instructional settings usually have some or all of the following features: (1) the L2 exposure is limited and the L2 instructional time is approximately 50 minutes per week at school; (2) the L2 exposure in class, both its quantity and quality, is heavily influenced by the teachers’ L2 proficiency and the amount of L2 use in class; (3) children do not use L2 among each other in their daily communication; and (4) the practice and exposure of L2 outside the classroom is limited. Due to the different L2 environment (e.g. differences in input quantity and quality outlined by Muñoz in 2008), the internal and external factors found to be significant in the naturalistic settings could play out differently in instructional settings.

The current study explores the development of both the breadth and semantic depth of the vocabulary knowledge of very young child English as a foreign language (EFL) learners, and examines the impact of internal and external factors on this development. Chinese very young learners of English are chosen as participants because they are a large proportion of all very young EFL learners worldwide (Butler 2014). According to a report by the Chinese department of education, approximately 210 million child English learners are taking English courses in more than 50,000 private English institutes in China (Li 2013).

2. Vocabulary knowledge

As researchers noted that ‘knowing a word’ involves knowing many different aspects, such as phonology, orthography, syntactic constructions and semantic representations (Richards 1976; Nation 1990, 2001; Meara 1996). Vocabulary knowledge should be conceptualized as a continuum ranging from none to complete, with incremental nature (Nagy and Scott 2000). The assessment of vocabulary knowledge should therefore be multifaceted and comprehensive. However, it seems that only vocabulary size (i.e. breadth of vocabulary knowledge) has received sufficient attention in child L2 studies and is considered a key dimension of vocabulary competence (August et al. 2005; Schwartz 2014). It is usually estimated from the number of words children can comprehend and produce. In recent years, the depth of vocabulary knowledge has also drawn researchers’ attention because it has been found from some intervention programs that the establishment of deep meaning connections between words facilitate vocabulary growth and reading comprehension (August et al. 2005; Proctor et al. 2009). In general, the breadth and the depth of vocabulary knowledge are positively related (Schmitt and Meara 1997; Rashidi and Khosravi 2010). For instance, in Schmitt and Meara’s (1997) study, Japanese learners’ amount of word associations was found to correlate significantly with their vocabulary size, supporting the hypothesis that these two dimensions are interconnected. The current study will examine both breadth and depth and depict a picture about child EFL learners’ quantity and quality of vocabulary knowledge.

2.1. Meaning levels of a word: paradigmatic and syntagmatic knowledge

Depth of vocabulary knowledge is a broad construct, including various domains, such as the phonology and orthography of a word, its morphology, its semantic representation, its pragmatics and its etymology (Proctor et al. 2009). Therefore, it is difficult to measure it with a single test or a battery of tests (Read 2004; Schmitt 2014; but see the attempts of Scott et al. 2008; Deane et al. 2014). Traditionally, this construct is broken down into separate elements, using a component approach (Read 2000), and one of its important components for child L2 learners is semantic relations (i.e. meaning levels of a lexicon; Schwartz, Moin, and Leikin 2012). The meaning levels of a word include two fundamental types of knowledge: paradigmatic and syntagmatic (Cruse 1986). The former refers to the knowledge of hierarchical relations (e.g. a rabbit is an animal) and the latter refers to the knowledge of horizontal relations (e.g. a cute gray rabbit). In general, paradigmatic relations include three types
of relations: superordination (class-inclusion relations, e.g. fish is a type of animal), subordination (types of fish, e.g. trout, whale, catfish, shark) and part-whole relations (e.g. a fin is a part of a fish). This type of knowledge reflects children’s cognitive ability to conceptualize, categorize and de-contextualize certain objects, and it increases with richer educational experiences (Anglin 1985). In contrast, syntagmatic relations refer to descriptive information of the object’s form (e.g. a long fish), color (e.g. a red fish), material, function and location. This level of vocabulary knowledge relates to children’s ability to describe and associate the distinctive attributes of an object. Syntagmatic knowledge has been found to develop prior to paradigmatic knowledge (Anglin 1985), and the latter is more likely accumulated while children are getting older (Anglin 1993) and having more instructional experience (Snow 1990). Children’s performance on paradigmatic or syntagmatic tasks also depends on their knowledge of the target word in question (Wolter 2001).

2.2. Factors that impact the development of vocabulary knowledge

The following sections will introduce findings on the effects of internal and external factors on very young children’s L2 vocabulary development. In line with Clark’s (2003) view that both social factors and cognitive status are crucial in early language acquisition, the current study also considers them essential to very young children’s early EFL vocabulary development. As discussed in the introduction, most of the existing studies have only focused on the development of vocabulary breadth in naturalistic settings. Therefore, most factors listed below were significant predictors on L2 receptive/productive vocabulary size of immigrant children or L2 learners in immersion programs. The current study extends the scope to the effect of these internal and external factors on vocabulary depth in instructional settings.

2.2.1. Internal factors

Regarding internal factors, time-related factors (e.g. Snedeker, Geren, and Shafto 2007, 2012), language aptitude (e.g. Unsworth et al. 2014) and children’s first language (L1) (e.g. Paradis 2011) were found to impact the speed and ultimate outcome of children’s L2 vocabulary acquisition.

Among the time-related factors, age of onset (AoO) draws most attention. In general, an older AoO has been found to be advantageous for vocabulary knowledge development in both naturalistic and instructional L2 settings in the short run (García Mayo and García Lecumberri 2003; Miralpeix 2006; Chondrogianni and Marinis 2011; Munoz 2014). Golberg, Paradis, and Crago (2008) found that ESL children build their L2 vocabulary faster when the AoO is later than age five, compared to peers with a younger starting age. This probably indicates the facilitating role of an advanced cognitive ability on vocabulary acquisition (Munoz 2014). However, most previous studies only examined the breadth aspects of lexical knowledge and hardly explored the effect of AoO on very young FL learners’ semantic depth.

Language aptitude is another crucial factor that has been found to significantly impact the development of children’s L2 vocabulary knowledge (Abrahamsson and Hyltenstam 2008). It is defined as the specific talent for language learning that a learner is assumed to have (Dörnyei and Skehan 2003) and is thought to consist mainly of phonemic coding ability, language analytic ability and verbal memory (Skehan 1986). Some studies have found that short-term memory and analytical reasoning ability are two important components of language analytic ability for child L2 vocabulary acquisition (e.g. Alexiou 2009; Paradis 2011). For instance, Paradis (2011) investigated the English outcome of 169 immigrant children in Canada after 3–62 months following arrival. She found that both good phonological short-term memory and nonverbal intelligence (as the indicator of children’s analytical reasoning) predicted the children’s receptive vocabulary size with short-term memory being the stronger predictor.

L1 and L2 vocabulary knowledge were positively correlated in a series of studies (e.g. Sparks and Ganschow 1991). Researchers such as Cummins (1979), Sparks and Ganschow (1991, 2001) attributed this connection to the common underlying acquisition mechanism shared by L1 and L2, leading to
the moderation of the level of L2 attainment by the level of L1 knowledge. In other words, whatever aptitude enables a learner to acquire good L1 vocabulary knowledge is probably available for the development of L2 vocabulary knowledge as well. Researchers such as Snow and Kim (2007) attributed this positive correlation to the transfer of concepts from L1 to L2 and to higher metalinguistic sophistication. They argued that if vocabulary development is about acquiring new concepts and new phonological forms, then learners with better L1 vocabulary knowledge should benefit from the transfer of concepts from L1 to L2 and could focus more on the new form. As a result, they might learn L2 vocabulary faster than learners who have limited L1 vocabulary knowledge. L2 learners might also hope to express in the L2 what they can express in the L1. The efforts to match their L1 and L2 levels, at least for vocabulary, generate some metalinguistic sophistication and facilitates L2 vocabulary acquisition. For instance, a larger vocabulary size entails a better understanding of polysemy and morphological analysis and could also enable L2 learners to exploit cognates shared by the two languages better. It is worth noting that such speculative explanations for positive L1-L2 vocabulary relationships mainly apply to those L2 learners who already have a good command of L1 vocabulary knowledge. For instance, the strong positive transfer from L1 to L2 vocabulary breadth found in adult L2 learners was not confirmed by the studies on child L2 learners (e.g. Verhoeven 1994; Lindsey, Manis, and Bailey 2003). For very young L2 learners who are developing both their L1 and L2 vocabularies, the correlation between the L1 and L2 vocabulary remains unclear. Because both positive correlations (e.g. Leseman 2000) and negative correlations (e.g. Ordoñez et al. 2002) between L1 and L2 vocabulary have been found, Snow and Kim (2007) argue for more studies on child L2 learners with different AoO, in various learning environments, and investigating different types of vocabulary knowledge. The current paper follows this call and explores the effect of four aspects of Chinese vocabulary knowledge on the L2 vocabulary development of young EFL learners in China.

2.2.2. External factors

A series of studies have found the amount of input to influence the speed of L2 vocabulary acquisition (Vermeer 2001; David and Wei 2008; Thordardottir 2011; Munoz 2014). The calculation of input quantity is a current topic of debate because the traditional approach of measuring length of exposure (LoE) is unable to distinguish individual differences among L2 speakers (Munoz 2014). In most cases, one year of L2 exposure for one child is not the same as that for another. Unsworth (2013) called for the attention to the concept of ‘cumulative length of exposure’ brought up by Gutierrez-clellen and Kreiter (2003) for child bilingual studies and proposed measuring children’s L2 input with their daily schedules. By calculating the proportion that each language is used during children’s total waking hours, the amount of L2 input over time could be estimated more accurately. The current study adopted this approach to measure the cumulative exposure in the school setting. Weekly exposure to English at home is also calculated (e.g. Gathercole and Thomas 2005; Chondrogianni and Marinis 2011).

Another external factor is input quality, which reflects the authenticity and richness of children’s L2 input (Jia and Aaronson 2003). Young SL learners’ learning setting may vary with respect to teachers’ L2 proficiency (Unsworth et al. 2014), whether the input is from native or non-native speakers (Place and Hoff 2011), a variety of L2 input sources, for example, English cartoons, readings, games (Uchikoshi 2006) and parental L2 ability (Chondrogianni and Marinis 2011). All of these aspects have an effect on the acquisition rate and outcome of children’s L2 vocabulary knowledge. Uchikoshi (2006) tracked 150 Latino English language learners in preschools over an academic year for their growth rates in vocabulary and found that children who watch TV programs such as Arthur and Between the Lions at home have an advantage in English vocabulary score at the start of kindergarten over children who do not watch these programs. She argued that how new words were introduced made the difference. For instance, while watching the new words being introduced at the beginning of the show, children might raise questions or repeat the words after the cartoon figure, which could enhance their memory of the words and enlarge their vocabulary size. It is worth noting that
children’s language input in different settings could be qualitatively different (Cummins 1984) and the current paper explores the English input quantity and quality at school and at home separately.

In recent years, some studies have also highlighted the role of children’s L2 use, especially children’s L2 output at home, as a significant factor of their L2 vocabulary development (Bohman et al. 2010; Paradis 2011; Sun et al. 2016). According to Swain (2007), output has three main functions in SL learning: (1) a noticing function, (2) a hypothesis-testing function, and (3) a metalinguistic function. In the current case, the noticing function refers to children’s attention paid to items that they do not know how to convey in the L2. In other words, language output prompts children to consciously recognize their linguistic limits. The hypothesis-testing function is that child SL learners sometimes take the output as a ‘trial run’ to test their hypothesis of how to pronounce or write what they wish to express. Children might be able to produce the targeted linguistic items correctly by actively seeking feedback through hypothesis testing. The metalinguistic function means that children use language to reflect their own and others’ language behaviors, mediating SL learning. Sun et al. (2016) examined 71 preschoolers’ English acquisition in China and found that the number of situations of English use significantly predicted children’s English receptive vocabulary size and receptive grammar knowledge. They argued that in an environment where L2 input is limited, L2 use could not only help children gain new knowledge, as proposed by Bohman et al. (2010), but also help children to maintain their learning motivation. The increase in knowledge could be attributed to the noticing function of L2 output and the maintenance of motivation might be related to the metalinguistic function of L2 output.

Family socio-economic status (SES) has been found to relate to children’s vocabulary outcome in some studies (e.g. Golberg, Paradis, and Crago 2008; Paradis 2009). SES is usually estimated from parental educational levels in such studies. Golberg, Paradis, and Crago (2008) followed 19 immigrant children in Edmonton, Canada for two years and found that those whose mothers had post-secondary education had a larger vocabulary size than the others whose mothers had only secondary education. Estimating SES is not unproblematic, however. If it is measured based on maternal education only, children in the current study seem to come from different classes, but if it is measured by Butler’s approach (2014), where SES is estimated by parental education, occupations and income together, the majority of the children in the current study are from the middle class. The current study adheres to using maternal educational level as an indicator to family SES, keeping in line with other studies on child L2 vocabulary development (Golberg, Paradis, and Crago 2008).

Overall, a series of internal factors, such as AoO and L1 vocabulary knowledge, and a number of external factors, such as input and L2 use, were found to significantly predict L2 vocabulary development. However, most of the related studies focused on child L2 learners in a naturalistic setting and few have looked into young FL learners in an instructional setting. Those who did research the latter group only explored the development of L2 vocabulary breadth and left the semantic depth almost untouched. Furthermore, few such studies adopted a comprehensive view to include both internal and external factors as predictors. The current study will address these limitations by exploring the four aspects of vocabulary knowledge development – receptive vocabulary, productive vocabulary, paradigmatic knowledge and syntagmatic knowledge – of young EFL learners in instructional settings and examine the impact of both internal factors and external factors on the L2 vocabulary development. The following questions are addressed:

- To what extent do children develop their vocabulary skills over seven months during their onset period of instruction?
- To the extent that such development exists, is it related to differences in children’s internal and external factors? And what are the best predictors?

This study employs paired t-tests to analyze children’s L2 vocabulary development and uses mixed-effects models (Willett 1994; Krueger and Tian 2004) to explore significant predictors.
3. Methods

3.1. Participants

A total of 43 (age at the first time of testing: 3.2–6.2, mean = 4.5) Chinese children from two branches of Happy English participated in the study. Happy English is one of the largest English language institutes in southeastern China, targeting children 2–12 years old. Most of the students in Happy English are preschoolers and they are taught English using a series of textbooks designed for very young English beginners (Yippees: red, green and blue), published by MM publications. The textbooks focus on children’s listening and speaking ability first and gradually shift the focus to reading and writing. The Total Physical Response approach (Asher 1996) is used to teach children and maintain their motivation. Each week, children are required to come to Happy English twice for approximately two hours: one time for the main course and the other time for the activity class. The parents are allowed to select more activity classes if they have time. In the main class, a native English teacher and a Chinese teacher work together to teach children new words, phrases and songs following the syllabus. In the activity class, a Chinese teacher works alone to help children review and practice what they learnt during the main class. Child friendly words, such as colors, animals, shapes, food, numbers and transportations, are taught in class. The foreign teachers are required to obtain a TESOL certificate before employment and the Chinese teachers must at least have a bachelor’s degree. Most of the Chinese teachers majored in English during college.

There were two selection criteria for the participants. First, they should have had little English instruction and input before the study, and second, they should have no history of language impairment. Most of the children included in the study have been followed since they started their English class in Happy English around September 2012. Two rounds of data collection were conducted. One round was conducted in March 2013 (38 children) and the other in October 2013 (35 children). Of the 43 children who were involved in the current study, only 31 of them have been tested twice. Children missed one of the test rounds when they were ill or because their parents were too busy to bring them to the tests. In each round, there were two sessions of tests and each session lasted for approximately 45 minutes. In one of the sessions, Chinese and short-term working memory were tested, while in another English knowledge and nonverbal intelligence were tested. To avoid a priming effect between L1 and L2 as well as a fatigue effect, the two sessions were separated by a week. In addition, during the tests, children were asked whether they wanted to have a break every 25 minutes. Most of the children finished the tests without a break.

3.2. Instruments

As mentioned, children’s vocabulary knowledge was operationalized as English receptive vocabulary size, English productive vocabulary size, English paradigmatic knowledge and English syntagmatic knowledge (Figure 1). These were measured with four tests that were carried out following standard

![Figure 1. The multidimensional model of children’s vocabulary knowledge.](image-url)
procedures. Children were individually tested in a quiet room using a computer. Before formal testing, examples were given to make sure that children understood the requirements of each task.

English receptive vocabulary size was examined with the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-4; Dunn and Dunn 2007), which is suitable for children aged from two and a half years old and onwards. Children were shown an array of four pictures and were asked to point out the image that best corresponded with the word they heard. For instance, a child saw an array of four images: a spoon, a fish, a cake and a glass, and was asked to indicate the ‘spoon’. The PPVT has two parallel versions, version A and version B. In each version, there were 204 items in the test. When the child was tested with version A in the first testing round, the child was tested with version B in the second round, and vice-versa.

English productive vocabulary size was measured with the Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test-4 (EOWPVT-4; Brownell 2010). After seeing a picture, the child was asked to say the word (an object, action or adjective) in English. The test consisted of 196 items in total, and all children took the same test in both testing rounds. If there were practice effects, we assume these affected each participant to the same extent.

English paradigmatic and syntagmatic knowledge were evaluated with word description tasks. Four frequently used nouns (i.e. ‘car’, ‘watermelon’, ‘dog’ and ‘table’) were chosen as stimulus words, and for each of them a child was first asked to describe the subject in great detail (e.g. ‘What is a dog? Tell me everything you know about a dog’). According to the teachers’ interviews, the participants were familiar with the stimulus words in English. To elicit all possible word attributes and semantic dimensions, the child was then asked to answer a series of standard questions related to the super-/subordinate relation (e.g. ‘which category does a car belong to?’, ‘What types of car do you know?’), distinctive features (e.g. ‘What does a car usually look like in terms of size, color and shape?’), part-whole constituents (e.g. ‘Can you tell me about the different parts of a car?’), function and use (e.g. ‘What can you do with a car?’), and location and time (‘Where can you usually find a car?’). The procedure was in line with Vermeer (2001), and Schwartz, Moin, and Leikin (2012). The questions were formulated in English first, and were then translated into Chinese to ensure participants’ full comprehension. All children’s responses were transcribed, coded and scored following the model proposed by Verhallen and Schoonen (1993). English paradigmatic knowledge was examined through answers related to hierarchical taxonomy (e.g. super-/subordinate and part-whole relations). English syntagmatic knowledge was assessed using the descriptive answers about the object (e.g. appearance, taste, use, location and function). One point was given per piece of hierarchical taxonomy or the descriptive information mentioned.

English paradigmatic knowledge was also measured with a semantic fluency task. Food and animals were chosen as the semantic categories, as previous studies have shown their effectiveness in testing young children’s verbal fluency (e.g. Schwartz, Moin, and Leikin 2012). A child was asked to name as many items as possible in 60 seconds for each semantic category. Each retrieved item was scored with one point.

Because there are no commonly used standard tests for Chinese vocabulary knowledge, we used translated (into Chinese) versions of the PPVT and the other three English tests. Words and sentences were literally translated from English to Chinese. The same testing procedure was followed as for the English tests: children were tested one by one in a quiet room with a computer.

Tests related to language aptitude, which include the tests on phonological short-term memory and nonverbal intelligence, were administered individually on a computer in a quiet room. As with the vocabulary tests, examples were provided to make sure that children understood the requirements of each task before launching the tests. Children’s phonological short-term memory was measured with the digit span task and the nonword repetition task, two sub-tests of the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (Wagner, Torgesen, and Rashotte 1999). The tests consist of hearing and having to repeat an increasingly longer (i.e. more difficult) list of digits or nonwords in English. The total score was calculated by adding up the scores of the two tasks. When these tasks are conducted in an L2, performance may be lower than in an L1 (Thom and Gathercole...
Nonverbal intelligence was tested to assess the preliterate learners’ analytical reasoning ability (Genesee and Hamayan 1980; Paradis 2011). It was measured with the colored version of the Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (Sets A, B and C; Raven, Court, and Raven 1995). Children were shown pictures with a missing part and they needed to choose a piece from six options to complete the picture. In total, there were 36 items with increasing complexity. In the current study, all of the children were at the age of fast cognitive development; therefore, all of the internal factors were tested twice to reflect such growth. It is worth noting that a small portion of the children were under the youngest age suggested by the aptitude tests; however, all of them seemed to enjoy doing the task and no child demonstrated uneasiness or made complaints even in the most difficult session. This probably indicates that the tasks were challenging but manageable.

A parental questionnaire was used to estimate children’s English input and use outside of Happy English as well as to assess other background information. The questionnaire was designed based on the language background questionnaire of the Early Language and Intercultural Acquisition Studies and the Utrecht Bilingual Language Exposure Calculator (Unsworth 2013), two effective questionnaires widely used in large-scale studies on young FL learners in Europe. In contrast to these questionnaires, the questionnaire used in the current study more deeply explored English media use at home. Information about the children’s age of English onset, parental education (highest degree), parents’ self-reported English fluency (5-point scale), weekly amount of English input in the family-setting (mostly from media), number of sources of English input at home per week, weekly frequency of English media use at home and English use in general (number of settings in which oral English was used regularly) was collected with the questionnaire (see Appendix 1).

Happy English has an electronic system to track each learner’s class attendance and performance. These online school records were used to calculate children’s overall input in the instructional setting. As Unsworth (2013) argued, LoE is too general to estimate children’s actual amount of language exposure and therefore the current study investigated children’s exact English class attendance through the online attendance system of Happy English. By doing so, we obtained a more precise indication of the accumulated input in the instructional setting for each child. Moreover, the teaching time of both the foreign teachers and the Chinese teachers were also registered. By using this information, we could estimate the proportion of native English input of the total instruction time. The same approach was not used to calculate the cumulative input at home. This was because the English exposure at home in an EFL setting was neither stable in quantity nor similar in quality over months.

### 3.3. Statistical analysis

First, a descriptive analysis was conducted including all predictors and the four aspects of English vocabulary knowledge. Subsequently, a correlation analysis was used to assess the relationships between the predictors. To avoid multicollinearity, when two predictors correlated highly \((r > .8)\), one of the two predictors was excluded. Age at testing time was highly correlated with AoO \((r = .93)\) and weakly but significantly correlated with total amount of school input \((r = .38)\), so it was not included into the final dataset. Next, the two rounds of tests were compared using paired t-tests to see whether the performance on the tests increased significantly, independently of any predictors. Finally, linear mixed-effects regression modeling (using the lme4 package in R) was used to assess which predictors significantly influenced English vocabulary development. The number of the testing round was included as a predictor in this model to investigate the development of the outcome variable over time.

Compared to a traditional approach such as ANOVA, mixed-effects regression is more flexible as it is well suited to analyze an imbalanced dataset or a dataset containing missing values (Baayen 2008, Chapter 7; Jaeger 2008). Given that each participant provides multiple test scores, the variability
associated with the participant needs to be taken into account when analyzing the data. In mixed-effects regression, a distinction is made between fixed-effect factors and random-effect factors. Fixed-effect factors generally have a small number of levels (e.g. gender) that are exhausted in the sample and would be the same when the experiment would be replicated (i.e. in both experiments both boys and girls would participate). The only random-effect factor in our study is a participant. Blom, Paradis, and Duncan (2012) explain random effects as follows:

> the effect of the participating children is typically considered a random-effect variable. This is because the sample of children is drawn from a larger population, and each participating child has unknown properties that will influence the measurements. Hence, the effect of participating children cannot be measured without error and if a new study is undertaken, other participants will be included, with again unknown properties. (p. 978)

Some children may perform better than others, and these differences are modeled using so-called random intercepts. The influence of fixed-effect predictors may vary per subject as well. For instance, while most children will improve from the first to the second test round, the improvement may be smaller for one child than for another. This variability is captured by including so-called random slopes (in this case, a by-subject random slope for the influence of testing round). By including both random intercepts and slopes, type-I errors are prevented (Baayen 2008). We assessed whether random slopes and intercepts were necessary by comparing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike 1974) of the two models. A lower AIC indicates that the more complex model is warranted due to a better fit (offset against the additional complexity). We only included (fixed or random-effect) predictors when the AIC reduction was at least 2.

The dependent variable in our model was the test score of the participants. As each participant contributed at most eight test scores (four tests and two testing rounds), the number of observations lies around 280 (not all participants participated in all testing rounds). More specifically, we fitted a single model including all test scores of the participants. The test scores for each test were standardized (i.e. transformed to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1) to ensure comparability. Two predictors were used to indicate the test type and the testing round. Note that even though not all children participated in both testing rounds, their data are still used in the model to more reliably assess the influence of various subject-related predictors such as AoO.

In our exploratory analysis, we fitted a model step-by-step, removing predictors that did not contribute significantly to the model fit. We assessed whether interactions were significant, and specifically focused on interactions including the test type (to statistically assess if there were differences in how the various predictors affected the test scores on the four tests). After obtaining a final model, we ascertained that the residuals of our model followed a normal distribution.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Descriptive statistics and t-tests

The descriptive statistics of the internal factors, external factors and the English scores of all 43 children are summarized in Appendix 2. Out of the whole group, 31 children participated in both test rounds. A few of them had one or two missing scores due to missing test records. One child missed the English vocabulary tests and nonverbal intelligence test in the second round due to illness. The descriptive statistics of this group is shown in Table 1. In terms of internal factors, the paired t-tests revealed that all of them (i.e. including nonverbal intelligence, phonological short-term memory, and the four aspects of Chinese vocabulary knowledge) improved significantly over the course of seven months (i.e. the time between the two test rounds). In terms of external factors, children’s English input quantity and quality was quite limited. In addition to two hours of English class at Happy English, children only received approximately one and a half hours of English exposure at home from fewer than two English sources. Most of the parents choose either English movies or a CD (included with the textbook) as the material to use at home. This type of media was used less than four times per week. The places where English was used regularly
were likewise quite limited. Most children only used English at Happy English or when reviewing the English words at home. Although most parents had a bachelor degree, many of them were not confident enough in using their English. The majority believed that they could only communicate with simple words and basic sentences, and therefore barely used any English with their children at home. They worried that their English accent would mislead the children.

4.2. The development of English vocabulary in seven months

English vocabulary skill developed significantly (see Table 2). Paired t-tests based on children who took both rounds of English tests demonstrated that all four aspects of English vocabulary knowledge improved significantly over a period of seven months, though the increase is small.

4.3. Prediction of English vocabulary performance by internal and external factors

Table 3 shows our best-fitting mixed-effects regression model obtained in an exploratory analysis. The whole model (including a random intercept for word and a by-subject random slope for the influence of the Chinese productive vocabulary) explained 65% of the variance of the test scores (across all four tests, and two testing rounds), out of which 40.1% was attributable to the fixed-effects only. The interpretation of the model is as follows. First, there is a significant interaction between age of English onset and the use of English. Age of English onset is not significant for the average use of English for the participants in our study (i.e. line 2 of the table). For the average AoO (the centered

---

Table 1. Means and standard deviations of internal and external factors for the 31 children who took two rounds of tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal factors</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)1</td>
<td>N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoO</td>
<td>46.68 (10.23)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonInte</td>
<td>15.42 (4.53)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShoMem</td>
<td>12.84 (4.24)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Pro</td>
<td>56.13 (16.86)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Com</td>
<td>94.52 (37.43)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Para</td>
<td>27.90 (10.62)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Syn</td>
<td>28.90 (10.77)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External factors</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)1</td>
<td>N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchInput</td>
<td>38.36 (10.96)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomInput</td>
<td>1.54 (1.30)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomFreq</td>
<td>3.77 (2.66)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomSource</td>
<td>1.81 (1.25)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>.43 (.17)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EngUse</td>
<td>2.29 (1.04)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoE</td>
<td>6.10 (1.49)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotEng</td>
<td>2.42 (2.77)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FatEng</td>
<td>2.52 (.96)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotEdu</td>
<td>2.81 (.91)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FatEdu</td>
<td>2.94 (1.18)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AoO: age of English onset in months; NonInte: nonverbal intelligence as a measure of analytic reasoning; ShoMem: phonological short-term memory based on digit span and nonword repetition; Chi.Pro: Chinese productive vocabulary size based on Chinese EOWPV test; Chi.Com: Chinese receptive vocabulary size based on translated version of PPVT test; Chi.Para: Chinese paradigmatic knowledge based on the word description task and verbal fluency task; Chi.Syn: Chinese syntagmatic knowledge based on the word description task; SchInput: total amount of English input at Happy English and bilingual kindergartens in hours; HomInput: weekly English input quantity at home in hours; HomFreq: frequency of using English media at home per week; HomeSource: number of different English media formats used at home per week; Native: the percentage of native English input out of the total English input at school; EngUse: number of places of using English in total; LoE: length of exposure to English in months; MotEng: mother’s self-rated proficiency in English on a 5-point scale; FatEng: father’s self-rated proficiency in English on a 5-point scale; MotEdu: mother’s highest educational level on a 6-point (0–5) scale; FatEdu: father’s highest educational level on a 6-point (0–5) scale.

**p<.005; ***p<.001.
value equals 0), the effect of the use of English positively and significantly affects English performance (across all four tests; line 3). The fourth line of the table indicates that for a higher AoO, the effect of the total use of English is even more beneficial (i.e. resulting in higher test scores). Therefore, the beneficial effect of practicing English was greater for the older children in our group (ranging from 31 to 68 months; see Table 1). Lines 5–8 show that the total amount of English input only significantly influences English syntagmatic knowledge. In addition, while the t-tests in Section 4.2 above revealed that all aspects of English vocabulary knowledge increased significantly over time when not taking into account the influence of any predictors, the mixed-effects regression model (lines 9–12) shows that when taking into account all of the significant predictors mentioned above, the improvement due to time (i.e. the first vs. the second round of testing, seven months later) is only significant for English comprehension. Of course, the passing of time is also reflected in the improvement in Chinese proficiency across the two testing rounds (see Table 1). Lines 13–16 of Table 3 indeed show that the Chinese paradigmatic knowledge significantly influences English paradigmatic and syntagmatic performance. There is a close-to significant (p = .08) influence on English productive vocabulary, but no influence on English comprehension (for which the testing round is a significant predictor).

Table 2. English outcomes for the 31 children in the two testing rounds seven months apart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variables</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Time 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)1</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Range1</td>
<td>Mean (SD)2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Pro</td>
<td>7.65 (3.54)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1–14</td>
<td>11.53 (3.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Para</td>
<td>9.58 (5.01)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0–21</td>
<td>13.67 (6.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Syn</td>
<td>7.13 (4.18)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0–17</td>
<td>11.88 (5.74)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Eng.Pro: English productive vocabulary size based on EOWPV test; Eng.Com: English receptive vocabulary size based on PPVT test; Eng.Para: English paradigmatic knowledge based on the word description task and verbal fluency task; Eng.Syn: English syntagmatic knowledge based on the word description task.

*p < .05;  **p < .005;  ***p < .001.

Table 3. Fixed-effects part of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>t value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoO</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EngUse</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoO:EngUse</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchInput:Eng.Para</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchInput:Eng.Syn</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchInput:Eng.Pro</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchInput:Eng.Com</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:Eng.Para</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:Eng.Syn</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:Eng.Pro</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:Eng.Com</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Para:Eng.Para</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Para:Eng.Syn</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Para:Eng.Pro</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Para:Eng.Com</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Time:Eng.Para: the impact of testing round on English paradigmatic knowledge (z-transformed); Time:Eng.Syn: the impact of testing round on English syntagmatic knowledge (z-transformed); Time:Eng.Pro: the impact of round on English productive vocabulary size (z-transformed); Time:Eng.Com: the impact of round on English receptive vocabulary size (z-transformed); Chi.Para: the impact of Chinese paradigmatic knowledge; SchInput: the impact of total amount of English input; AoO: the impact of age of onset (centered); EngUse: the impact of output (centered); AoO:EngUse: the impact of the interaction of age of onset and English use; t > 2, p < .05; t > 1.65, p < .1
4.4. Power analysis

Given our relatively small sample size, and large number of predictors (18), we conducted a power analysis using the R package. However, as our data points are grouped per subject, a power analysis appropriate for linear regression will underestimate the sample size needed for our design. To correct the sample size (for a given power), we have multiplied this with the so-called design effect, which indicates how the longitudinal design influences the standard errors (Snijders 2005). By multiplying the required sample size with the design effect, we obtain a better estimate of required sample size for a given power. Since our sample size was already known (281 values, associated with 43 subjects), we determined the power for small, medium and large effects according to the values suggested in the documentation of the pwr package (Champely 2015). The results indicated only a power of 0.085 (i.e. 8.5% chance to detect a true effect) for detecting small effects, 47% chance for detecting medium effects and 90.8% chance to detect large effects. In sum, our study is only reliably able to detect large effects.

5. Discussion

The current study intended to explore two questions. First, we investigated how the FL vocabulary knowledge of very young FL learners developed over a relatively short period of time and, second, if such development is significant, what internal and external factors contribute to the growth. Paired t-tests revealed that children’s four aspects of English vocabulary knowledge – that is, English productive vocabulary size, English receptive vocabulary size, English paradigmatic knowledge and English syntagmatic knowledge – have all developed significantly over seven months. The focus of the discussion then shifts to the factors that could significantly predict the growth.

5.1. Age of English onset and the use of English

Age of English onset itself did not significantly predict performance on any aspect of English vocabulary knowledge. However, its interaction with English use had a positive impact on all four aspects of English vocabulary knowledge. For children with an average age of English onset, the use of English has been found to significantly influence the development of all four aspects of English vocabulary. The amount of English use was estimated from the number of settings where the participants could practice English regularly. This result is in line with the previous findings on child SL learners in both naturalistic settings (Bohman et al. 2010; Paradis 2011) and instructional settings (Muñoz 2011). The interaction between age of English onset and English use further showed that older children experienced a greater beneficial effect of English practice for improving their L2 vocabulary knowledge. They might be more cognitively mature than younger children and therefore better capable of extracting information during L2 use (Miralpeix 2006).

In the present study, all of the three functions of L2 output hypothesized by Swain (2007) – the noticing function, the hypothesis-testing function and the metalinguistic function – are likely to contribute to children’s EFL development during the onset period of learning English in the current study. Language use as part of human psychological processes originates from collective behaviors (e.g. discourse) and facilitates the internalization of language knowledge as part of people’s mental activity (Stetsenko and Arievitch 1997; Swain 2007). Collaborative conversations (e.g. talking to a native English speaker on vacation abroad) enabled the child EFL learners to participate in problem solving and engaged a knowledge building process, and, in the end, helped them to build up knowledge about the language. During such conversations, older children might be quicker to sense their language limitations and raise questions to mediate language problems. Moreover, they might be better at guessing meanings, forming responses to the questions and searching for answers together with the other interlocutors. These communication skills, which are probably related to a higher cognitive maturity, might facilitate the speed of building up L2 knowledge.
5.2. Total amount of English input at school

The total amount of English input in the instructional settings significantly predicts English syntagmatic knowledge, but not the other types of knowledge. This seems contradictory to the previous findings on the predictive power of input quantity for breadth of vocabulary knowledge (e.g. Paradis 2011; Unsworth et al. 2014). However, given the nature of the input and the length of English exposure the children had in the current study, the finding is probably realistic (Riegel 1968). Child EFL learners in this study learned simple words and songs in class, and most of the content was related to the attributes of an object, such as colors, shapes and size. The description tasks adopted to test the children’s syntagmatic knowledge could sensitively capture the differences caused by class instructions. The other types of English vocabulary knowledge, such as productive vocabulary size, might take a longer time and more intensive in-class exposure for the beginners to build up. The result reminds us of the importance of choosing the type of tests when exploring child EFL learners’ early FL development. The standard tests, such as PPVT and EOWPV, could be more appropriate to use with children ESL learners in the naturalistic settings or with child EFL learners with a longer learning history in class. For the beginners in the instructional settings, depth of vocabulary tasks, which are more tailored to their learning materials, could be more effective in capturing children’s variation.

5.3. Chinese paradigmatic knowledge

Chinese paradigmatic knowledge was found to be positively related to the children’s depth of English vocabulary knowledge. Paradigmatic knowledge is closely related to children’s ability to conceptualize and categorize certain objects. Once children have a good organization of vocabulary knowledge in their L1, they might transfer the concepts of the L1 words to the L2 and pay more attention to the new phonological forms. With the help of concept transfer, child EFL learners with better Chinese paradigmatic knowledge could show an advantage at the speed of L2 vocabulary acquisition. A period of seven months already enabled this factor to show effects on English depth vocabulary knowledge during children’s onset of English learning. This result could be a piece of the jigsaw puzzle that Snow and Kim (2007) proposed. They wondered whether for very young child L2 learners who are developing both languages, the relationship between the L1 and the L2 vocabulary knowledge is positive or negative and to what extent this relationship is shaped by children’s age and environmental factors. The current study found that for child FL learners in the instructional settings, at least at the beginning years of L2 learning, a positive relationship might be found between the depth of vocabulary knowledge of the two languages (Riegel 1968). The paradigmatic knowledge in the L1 could promote the development of the L2 vocabulary depth knowledge, even when the exposure to the L2 is limited, L2 practice is rare and the children are very young.

It is worth noting that, apart from the significant internal and external factors mentioned above, time still positively influenced the development of English receptive vocabulary size. This might be related to factors that have not been covered in the present study, for instance, teachers’ English language proficiency (Unsworth et al. 2014). Studies in the future might take this factor into consideration.

5.4. Insignificant factors

External factors related to the quality of English at school (native English ratio) and the quantity and quality of English at home (e.g. weekly English input at home and mother’s English proficiency level) have not significantly predicted any aspect of English vocabulary knowledge. This seems to contradict some findings in similar contexts. For instance, Sun et al. (2016) found that both school input and home environment significantly predicted receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge. However, in the current study, only the development of syntagmatic knowledge has been found
to be significantly predicted by school input. The differences with the previous findings might be due to the small sample size of the current study (e.g., 43 participants in the current study vs. 71 in Sun et al.’s study). It might also be related to children’s limited length of English learning in the current study (e.g., 38 hours at first round and 79 hours at the second round vs. 125 hours in Sun et al.’s study). The limited amount of English input in general might restrain the effects of quantity on vocabulary development. In terms of input quality at home, children’s language proficiency might not match the level of the English materials. For instance, despite many hours of movie input, some children in the current study still performed below the average. According to the parental interview, these children might show an interest in the English movies at the beginning, but they would soon get frustrated by the difficult language. Merely watching the vivid sceneries could contribute little to children’s English development. Parents also played a marginal role in terms of English exposure and use at home. Some parents would like to practice English with their children; however, they were too busy to use English regularly with their children. More parents were reluctant to use English with their children out of concern over their own basic English skills. They worried that their own English accent would affect their children’s pronunciation.

Internal factors, such as nonverbal intelligence and phonological short-term memory, also did not significantly predict the development of English vocabulary knowledge. One reason could be the small participant population and the limited times of testing. Another reason could be children’s specific environment and limited L2 proficiency in the current study. According to Sun et al. (2016), the influence of internal factors might be restrained in the EFL settings, where both language input and output are scarce. As the total amount of input increases with time, these internal factors might gain in significance.

6. Limitations

The present study has several limitations. First of all, teachers’ English proficiency was not included as a predictor. Previous studies indicate that teachers’ qualification and language use could influence EFL children’s language acquisition (Bowers and Vasilyeva 2011; Unsworth et al. 2014). The different amounts of vocabulary richness and grammatical complexity provided by the teachers might affect the language development in general. Due to the frequent change of English teachers in the private language institute, the authors were unable to test all teachers for their English proficiency, not to mention record them on video and analyze their class instruction. Studies in the future could focus on the very beginning of the project and only track the children with the same teachers over a longer period of time to overcome the measurement difficulties resulting from the variety of teachers, a typical characteristic of these settings.

Second, more participants should be recruited and be tested for more rounds to verify the findings. The current study only included 43 participants and a larger sample size is needed in future research, which would allow us to more reliably detect small to medium effects. More rounds of tests on the same population would provide us with detailed information about the consistency and potentially dynamic role of internal and external factors on learning outcomes at different stages of FL learning.

Third, data collection regarding the home English environment could be improved. A language diary approach (De Houwer and Bornstein 2003) could be used to track children’s daily schedule for several weeks. These documents would comprehensively demonstrate children’s language input in different situations and therefore provide us with more insight into the impact of various input factors over language development.

Next, in order to avoid multicollinearity, age at time of testing was not included in the final dataset because of its significant correlation with AoO ($r = .93$) and total amount of school input ($r = .38$). This might affect the interpretability of AoO.

Moreover, due to the lack of common Chinese vocabulary tests, the authors had to translate the English tests (e.g., PPVT) to Chinese. The majority of the English words and sentences used in the tests
have good equivalents in Chinese. However, some words, such as squash and knight, are not used as frequently in Chinese as in English, therefore, these words might affect children’s vocabulary performance.

Finally, the choice of measurements on children’s verbal short-term memory and analytical reasoning might have been more appropriate for the population. For instance, Ravens, which was used to measure children’s analytical reasoning ability in the current study, might be replaced by the Wechsler Non Verbal Scale of Ability (Wechsler and Naglieri 2006) since the latter is specifically developed for children from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds other than English speaking countries and for those with relatively low language abilities.

7. Conclusion and implications

The current paper investigated child EFL learners’ English vocabulary development in China and explored the significant predictors for such development. English vocabulary knowledge has been operationalized as receptive vocabulary size, productive vocabulary size, paradigmatic vocabulary knowledge and syntagmatic vocabulary knowledge. The first two categories fall into realm of breadth of vocabulary knowledge, which are considered crucial and have been widely studies in child L2 development. The other two categories, which belong to the depth of vocabulary knowledge, however, haven’t drawn much attention until recent years. They have been found to effectively facilitate vocabulary growth and reading comprehension (August et al. 2005; Proctor et al. 2009). The current study is one of the few studies that examined both breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge and therefore provided a more comprehensive picture of children’s early FL vocabulary development.

Over seven months, both the breadth and the semantic depth of English vocabulary knowledge increased slightly but significantly. Children with later onset age profited more from English practice to develop their English vocabulary knowledge, and this is the case for all four aspects of English vocabulary knowledge. It is possible that children with better cognitive maturity could more easily notice their language limits during L2 practice and elicit more constructive feedback in conversations. Total amount of English input at school was found to positively influence the growth of English syntagmatic knowledge. Word description tasks, which have been used to test syntagmatic knowledge, could accurately reflect the contents of classroom instruction. Chinese paradigmatic knowledge significantly predicted English depth vocabulary knowledge. The transfer of word concept from Chinese to English might promote children’s English vocabulary building process.

The results indicate the crucial role that external factors play in child FL acquisition in instructional settings. Both L2 input and output could significantly affect the acquisition of vocabulary, one of the most important language aspects. Parents should create more opportunities for their children to practice the L2. Outside school, children might use the L2 regularly at home, at the English corner at the university campus and during vacation. Practice could not only make language features more transparent for acquisition but also enable the children to realize their language limits. However, it is worth noting that such benefits of language practice could be more enjoyed by child FL learners with an older AoO. Passionate parents believing in ‘the younger, the better’ for SL learning should be informed that this belief might not be true in FL settings. The L2 input at home should also be paid attention to. Parents should select the materials that match their children’s proficiency level. Once the input is too complicated or too long, children might get frustrated or get bored and soon lose the interest in these materials. Rhymes, songs, little stories and activities with a ritualistic character were found appropriate input for child L2 acquisition (Sokolov and Snow 1994). These contents could be displayed through interactive media, such as on a computer or iPad. Some free apps on that relate to child FL learning, such as LatelyLily, Vehicle Book and You-Things, were reported to be favored by the children in the current study. Future research could pay more attention to child FL learners’ use of such media and track their impact on L2 vocabulary development.
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Appendix 1

Language Exposure Questionnaire

Part 1 Background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child’s name</th>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place of birth</td>
<td>Date of birth</td>
<td>Date of testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s name</td>
<td>Mother’s occupation</td>
<td>Mother’s highest education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s name</td>
<td>Father’s occupation</td>
<td>Father’s highest education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling’s name</td>
<td>Sibling’s age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part 2 English learning and usage

1. From whom and where did your child first come into contact with English?
2. From when did your child receive consistent and significant exposure to English?
3. Think about the English exposure of your kid each normal week at home (and at kindergarten if applicable)
### Weekly exposure (in minutes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English TV programs made in China</th>
<th>English videos (e.g. movie 'Three pigs')</th>
<th>English audios (e.g. Action Verses)</th>
<th>English electronic devices (e.g. smart-pen reader)</th>
<th>English books</th>
<th>English games</th>
<th>Kindergarten/School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tue.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thur.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (in minutes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. How long does your child use English with you in a normal week (in minutes) at home?

Mother: ____  Father: ____  Other relatives ____

5. Think about the oral English proficiency of the following members at home

Mother: (Poor 1 – Fair 2 – Average 3 – Good 4 – Excellent 5)
Father: (Poor 1 – Fair 2 – Average 3 – Good 4 – Excellent 5)
Other relatives: (Poor 1 – Fair 2 – Average 3 – Good 4 – Excellent 5)

6. Has any Chinese teacher taught your child English besides Happy English and kindergarten/school? If so, how long was it? (in minutes)

7. Has any native English speaker taught your child English besides Happy English and kindergarten/school? If so, how long was it? (in minutes)

8. How many times does your child review English words learnt at Happy English in general?

9. Where does your child use English regularly?

   a. Happy English  b. at home  c. on vacation  
   d. At kindergarten/school  e. English stage performance  
   f. Other places, such as ___

10. What’s your biggest concern so far to help your child learn English?

   a. Lack of appropriate materials  
   b. Lack of good teaching approach and skills  
   c. Lack of confidence in my oral English  
   d. Lack of time due to being busy  
   e. I don’t want to give my child too much burden  
   f. I believe that good English acquisition relies on language aptitude  
   g. I believe that good English acquisition relies on English teachers  
   h. If you have other concerns, please write them down: ________
## Appendix 2

Means and standard deviations of variables for all the 43 children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoO</td>
<td>46.86 (10.43)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonInte</td>
<td>15.51 (4.94)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShoMem</td>
<td>13.00 (4.17)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Pro</td>
<td>56.68 (15.82)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Com</td>
<td>93.47 (35.65)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Para</td>
<td>28.18 (10.41)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi.Syn</td>
<td>28.28 (10.37)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchInput</td>
<td>37.63 (12.20)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomInput</td>
<td>1.58 (1.32)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomFreq</td>
<td>3.77 (2.69)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomSource</td>
<td>1.87 (1.34)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>0.43 (0.17)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EngUse</td>
<td>2.26 (1.02)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoE</td>
<td>6.10 (1.49)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotEng</td>
<td>2.53 (0.93)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FatEng</td>
<td>2.50 (0.97)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotEdu</td>
<td>2.84 (1.02)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FatEdu</td>
<td>2.88 (1.18)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Pro</td>
<td>7.50 (3.31)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Com</td>
<td>14.08 (6.16)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Para</td>
<td>9.13 (4.91)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.Syn</td>
<td>6.61 (4.07)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AoO = age of onset in months; NonInte = nonverbal intelligence; ShoMem = phonological short-term memory; Chi.Pro = Chinese productive vocabulary size; Chi.Com = Chinese receptive vocabulary size; Chi.Para = Chinese paradigmatic knowledge; Chi.Syn = Chinese syntagmatic knowledge; SchInput = total amount of English input at Happy English and bilingual kindergartens in hours; HomInput = weekly English input quantity at home in hours; HomFreq = times of using English media at home per week; HomSource = number of different English media format used at home per week; Native = the percentage of native English input out of the total English input at school; EngUse = number of places of using English in total; LoE = Length of exposure to English in months; MotEng = mother’s self-rated proficiency in English; FatEng = father’s self-rated proficiency in English; MotEdu = mother’s highest educational level; FatEdu = father’s highest educational level; Eng.Pro = English productive vocabulary size; Eng.Com = English receptive vocabulary size; Eng.Para = English paradigmatic knowledge; Eng.Syn = English syntagmatic knowledge.